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Abstract—We suggest a novel approach to handle the ongoing
explosive increase in the demand for video content in mobile
devices. We envision femtocell-like base stations, which we call
helpers, with weak backhaul links but large storage capabilities.
These helpers form a wireless distributed caching network that
assists the macro base station by handling requests of popular
files that have been cached.
We formalize the wireless distributed caching optimization
problem for the case that files are encoded using fountain/MDS
codes. We express the problem as a convex optimization. By
adding additional variables we reduce it to a linear program. On
the practical side, we present a detailed simulation of a university
campus scenario covered by a single 3GPP LTE R8 cell and
several helper nodes using a simplified 802.11n protocol. We use
a real campus trace of video requests and show how distributed
caching can increase the number of served users by as much as
600 − 700%.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Projections indicate that there will be a tremendous increase
in mobile video content demand in the next few years [1],
which will require a corresponding increase of area spectral
efficiency of wireless networks. The shrinking of cell sizes and
base stations allows localized communication and hence higher
spatial reuse of communication resources [2]. These pico and
femtocell networks are usually combined with macrocells into
a heterogeneous network and form a promising direction to
address the future challenges in mobile content delivery (see
e.g. [3] and references therein). In many cases, the bottleneck
seems to be the the lack of cost-effective backhaul connectivity of these small base stations to the cellular operator
network [3].
In this paper we propose a novel architecture that deals
with the backhaul problem by exploiting storage at the femto
base stations. These stations, which we henceforth call caching
helpers, or simply helpers, form a wireless distributed caching
infrastructure. More concretely, the helpers are placed in
fixed positions in the cell and are assumed to have (i)
large storage capacity, (ii) localized, high-bandwidth wireless
communication capabilities with the mobile users, which enable high frequency reuse, and (iii) low-rate backhaul links,
which can be wired or wireless. They can cache popular
files and serve requests from mobile User Terminals (UTs)
by enabling localized communication. Our architecture relies
on the observation that if there is enough content reuse, i.e.
many users are requesting the same video content, caching
can replace backhaul communication. This occurs because the
most popular files are stored in the cache, and are therefore
always available locally to the UTs that are requesting it. Our

approach is thus fundamentally different from a heterogeneous
network using femto base stations, which do not have caches,
and need to obtain any file through their backhaul network
when it has been requested locally.
To simplify our exposition we consider a single cell,
equipped with a macro base station (BS), serving a large
number of UTs with the help of dedicated helpers. If a UT
requests a file that is cached in local helpers, the helpers handle
the request; the macro BS manages the requests that cannot
be handled locally. Clearly, the smaller the percentage of file
requests that has to be fulfilled by the macrocell, the larger
the number of users that can be served.
This paper builds on our previous work [4] which introduced
the idea of adding storage in helpers and discussed the problem
of optimizing the distributed caching placement. In this prior
work we assume that video files are packetized and these
packets were placed in an optimized way into the helpers’
caches. We refer to this case as the “uncoded distributed
caching problem” and in our prior work [4] we show that
finding an optimal placement is computationally intractable
(NP-Complete).
In this paper we show a surprising result: if instead of
trying to place the packets, we first encode them with a maximum distance separable (MDS) code, the “encoded distributed
caching problem” becomes a convex optimization problem that
can be solved efficiently.
To illustrate the effectiveness of our architecture, we present
a detailed simulation of a university campus scenario covered
by a single 3GPP LTE R8 cell and several helpers that
use a simplified 802.11n protocol. While real-life traces for
mobile video requests are not yet easily available, we use
the YouTube request trace data from a study conducted on
the University of Massachusetts, Amherst campus in 2008 [5]
[6]. We map these requests to mobile users in a fictional
university campus and simulate their request trace on our
wireless distributed caching system. We find that even very
simple caching algorithms can give significant gains and that
our optimized coded femtocaching architecture can be used to
increase the number of users that can be served by as much
as 600 − 700%.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the system model, formulates the distributed
caching problem, and presents a solution in terms of a linear
program. Section III presents simulation results based on the
experimental YouTube requests. A summary concludes the
paper in Sec. IV.
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II. T HEORETICAL ANALYSIS
A. Distributed caching placement model and assumptions
We consider a system where video files are requested
randomly by the users. The users’ requests are redundant, i.e,
they may request the same file, at different times, according
to some fixed and known popularity distribution. We note
that there is a substantial amount of prior work on caching
algorithms for web and video content, see e.g. [7], [8], [9] and
references therein. To the best of knowledge, all this related
work focuses on wired and p2p networks and has a different
focus and constraints, compared to the wireless problem we
investigate here. One substantial problem involves learning and
keeping track of the popularity distribution but in this paper
we do not address this problem and focus on creating the best
distributed cache for a given request pattern.
We formulate the wireless distributed caching problem: for
a given popularity distribution, storage capacity in the helpers
and wireless communication model for the BS to UTs downlink
and helpers to UTs links, how should the files be placed in
the helpers such that the average sum delay of all users is
minimized? Since users experience shorter delay when they
locally download from helpers in their neighborhoods instead
of the BS, minimizing the average delay for a given user
is equivalent to maximizing the probability of finding the
desired content in the helpers within reach. If each UT can
communicate to only one helper, the optimal caching policy
is simple: each helper should cache the most popular files.
When a user has connection to multiple helpers, however, the
caching policy becomes non-trivial.
In our formulation, we make the following assumptions:
• The optimal content placement is determined centrally by
the BS according to the optimization algorithms discussed
later.
• The popularity distribution of the files changes slowly.
Typical examples include popular news, containing short
videos, which are updated every 2-3 hours, new movies,
which are posted every week, new music videos, which
are posted (or change popularity) about every month.
Invoking a time-scale decomposition, this has two important consequences: (i) the popularity distribution of the
files is effectively fixed; furthermore it can be learned by
the system, and thus be assumed known for our further
considerations. (ii) once the optimal content placement
is determined, the operation of actually populating the
helpers’ caches can take place using weak backhaul links,
since the cost of refreshing the helpers’ content can be
safely neglected.
• All files are assumed to have the same size. This assumption is mainly used for notational convenience, and could
be easily lifted. We also assume that each of the original
files is encoded using MDS or near-MDS fountain codes
[10]. The property we require from our coding scheme
is the following: after the original file is separated into k
packets, the code produces a stream of coded packets that
have the property that any k suffice to recover the original
k. Fountain codes [11] can be used instead, and offer

Fig. 1. Example of a connectivity bipartite graph indicating how UTs are
connected to helpers

•

lower decoding complexity, the potential to dynamically
change the number of encoded packets but provide a
probabilistic guarantee and require some overhead, i.e.
(1 + )k must be received to recover the original file. We
stress that we do not code across different files but only
within each file. The benefit that coding provides is that
the identity of the coded packets does not matter. Rather,
it is how many parity symbols of a given file are retrieved
from the helpers in the reach of each user. This is the key
property that makes the caching problem tractable.
We assume that the connectivity between UTs and helpers
does not change during the transmission of a video file.
This requires our users to be fairly static compared to the
download time.

We assume that there are H helpers, K user terminals, and
a library of N files, denoted by F. The size of each file is
B symbols and the encoded files can be recovered if a user
can access to at least to B encoded symbols. The popularity
distribution of the files conditioned on the event that a user
makes a request is denoted by Pn , for n = 1, . . . , N . The
connectivity between users and helpers can be represented in
a bipartite graph; one example is shown in figure 1. If there
is an edge between helper h and UT k, it means that UT
k can communicate reliably with helper h. In practice, the
connectivity graph is determined by the location of users and
helpers and transmission radius of the helpers.
When a user requests some file n, it first asks its local
helpers, i.e., helpers in the neighborhood of the user in the
user-helper connectivity graph. The set of available transmitters for user k, denoted by N (k), includes its local helpers
and the BS. We sort transmitters in N (k) such that the first
helper in the set has the highest rate for user k. We assume
that rate of the helpers are always higher than the rate of
the BS. In other words, we ignore the helpers that have a
lower rate than the BS for user k in N (k). Consequently, the
BS is always the last transmitter in N (k). Upon receiving
the request from user k for file n, the first helper in N (k)
starts transmitting all cached parity symbols of file n. If these
parity symbols are enough for decoding the file, the user will
start decoding; otherwise, the next helper in N (k) transmits
more parity symbols. This process continues until the user has
received enough parity symbols. If the parity symbols of all
local helpers are insufficient, the BS transmits the required
extra information.
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B. Distributed caching
We want to find the optimum way of placing fountain/MDSencoded files in the helpers’ caches to minimize the total
average delay of all users.
Assume that the set of available transmitters for user
k is equal to N (k) = {hk1 , hk2 , . . . , hk|N (k)|−1 , BS}. The
reciprocal of the average data rates for the link between user k and its local helper h (including BS as the
“helper” number h = |N (k)|) are denoted by Ωk =
k
k
{ω1k , ω2k , . . . , ω|N
(k)|−1 , ω|N (k)| }. As a matter of fact, the
instantaneous rate of these links fluctuates because of fading
and scheduling, so that the instantaneous rate might be zero on
some slots. Nevertheless, assuming that each user is a “drop in
the ocean”, i.e., that the mutual influence of the users on each
other is negligible, we may consider each link as a channel of
variable capacity, and given average rate that depends only on
the link itself, i.e., basically on the distance between the helper
and the user. At this point, assuming that the file size is large
enough such that long-term time averages are meaningful, the
experienced delay for user k for downloading B bits from
helper h is given by B × ωhk where the ω coefficients have
the dimension of sec/bit, i.e., they are reciprocal of rates.
k
, it can be observed and shown analytically that
Regarding ωBS
under the standard proportional fairness downlink for highspeed data (HSDPA/Ev-Do) in 3GPP, also used in LTE R8,
the delay of downloading from the BS depends on the overall
number of active users in the system, on the individual user
position in the cell and it is linear with the file size [12].
With fountain/MDS codes, user k should receive B coded
symbols of file n in the union of the caches of transmitters
in N (k). If the first j ≤ |N (k)| transmitters in set N (k) are
enough for the recovering some file n while user k cannot
recover the file by just receiving the parity symbols of the
first j − 1 transmitters, after normalizing the number of coded
symbols to the common file size B, the delay for user k
because of file n is equal to:

D̄kn,j =

X
h∈Ajk

ωhk ρhn + (1 −

X

ρhn )ωjk

the placement matrix ρ, defined by :
 n,1
ρhk1 n ≥ 1
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 n,|N (k)| P
D̄k
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We have the following result:
Lemma 1: D̄kn is a convex function of ρ.
Proof: A function that is pointwise maximum of affine
functions is a convex function and it is called convex piecewise
linear function [13]. Now we show that:
D̄kn =

max
j∈{1,2,...,|N (k)|}

D̄kn,j

(2)

P
This means that if for some given j,
h∈Ajk ρhn < 1
P
n,j
n
and
h∈Aj ρhn ≥ 1, and therefore D̄k = D̄k , we have
k

D̄kn,j > D̄kn,i ∀ i 6= j. Thus, from (1), we should show that:
X

X

ωhk ρhn + (1 −

h∈Ajk

X

ρhn )ωjk >

h∈Ajk

X

ωhk ρhn + (1 −

h∈Aik

ρhn )ωik

(3)

h∈Aik

where the first and second expression in the above equation
are respectively D̄kn,j and D̄kn,i . We only discuss the case i >
j since the proof is similar for the case i < j. After some
manipulations, the above expression for i > j can be written
as:
X
X
(ωik − ωjk )(
ρhn − 1) +
(ωik − ωhk )ρhn > 0
h∈Aj+1
k

h∈Aik \Aj+1
k

P
Since h∈Aj+1 ρhn ≥ 1 and ωik > ωhk for h ∈ Aik , the above
k
expression is always true.
The average delay of user k can be written as:

(1)

D̄k =

h∈Ajk

N
X

Pn D̄kn

(4)

n=1

where Pn is the probability of requesting file n. From (3) and
(2), the expected delay of all users is:
where Ajk = {hk1 , . . . , hkj−1 } and ρhn is the amount of coded
symbols for file n in the P
cache of helper h. Clearly ρBSn is
equal to 1 for all n. (1 − h∈Aj ρhn ) is the amount of parity
k
symbols that should be transmitted by the jth
P transmitter in
N (k). The above expression can be used if h∈Aj ρhn < 1
P
k
and h∈Aj ρhn ≥ 1. The matrix whose element in the h-th
k
row and n-th column is ρ = [ρhn ], and it is referred to as
the placement matrix. Because of the normalization, all the
elements of placement matrix are in [0, 1].
The delay D̄kn incurred by user k because of downloading
file n is a piecewise-defined affine function of the elements of

D̄ =

K X
N
X

Pn

k=1 n=1

max
j∈{1,2,...,|N (k)|}

D̄kn,j

Thus, the placement optimization problem takes on the form:
minimize

subject to

K X
N
X
k=1 n=1
N
X

Pn

max
j∈{1,2,...,|N (k)|}

D̄kn,j

ρhn ≤ M, ∀ h

n=1

0 ≤ ρhn ≤ 1, ∀h, n

(5)
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where the optimization is with respect to ρ. The first constraint
indicates the cache capacity of each helper is equal to M files.
The second constraint shows the amount of parity symbols of
file n cached by a helper h is normalized to the size of files.
The objective function in (4) is convex function since it is positive weighted sum of convex piecewise linear functions [13].
Hence, we have minimization of convex function over linear
constraints which can be solved using convex optimization.
We also can solve the placement optimization problem
by converting it to the linear program which easily can be
solved using standard techniques. To do this we introduce new
variables and new constraints as follows:
minimize

K X
N
X

TABLE I
S IMULATION PARAMETERS BASED ON LTE SPECIFICATIONS .
Parameter of the System
Usable System badnwidth
Sub-carrier Bandwidth
Parameter Nt
Parameter Nf
Smallest Resource allocation slot
Coherence time

Parameter S
Actual resource allocation block
Frequency blocks for allocation

Pn tnk

Value Assigned
18 MHz
15 KHz
7 OFDM symbs. = 0.5ms
12 Sub-carriers = 180KHz
Nt = 7 OFDM symbs. ×
Nf = 12 sub-carriers.
100ms = 1400 OFDM symbs.
= S × Nt OFDM symbs.
across time
100
= 200 slots (Nt OFDM
0.5
symbs. each)
Nt ×Nf ×S = 16800 OFDM
symbs.
100

k=1 n=1

subject to

n
Dkn,j + sn,j
k = tk

sn,j
k
N
X

≥0

∀ k, n and j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |N (k)|}

ρhn ≤ M, ∀ h

n=1

0 ≤ ρhn ≤ 1, ∀h, n

(6)

where
= maxj∈{1,2,...,|N (k)|} Dkn,j
with respect to ρ, tnk s and sn,j
k s.

and the optimization is

tnk

Fading coefficients are i.i.d. from block to block, and independent across users. The time-frequency structure and the
resource allocation slot of the downlink channel in an OFDM
TDMA sytem inspired by 3GPP LTE (Rel 8) [15] is described
in Table I.
The assumed signal model between the BS (located at the
origin) and user k, located at uk , over time-frequency slot
(t, f ), with t = 0, 1, 2, . . . and f ∈ {1, . . . , F }, is given by
p
(8)
yk (t, f ) = g(uk , 0)Hk,0 (t, f )x0 (t, f ) + zk (t, f ),

III. E XPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
A. Simulation System Parameters
In this section, evaluation of the proposed placement algorithm through simulation in a cell based on 3GPP LTE Release
8 is presented. We assume a macro BS operating with a
conventional scheduling policy and helpers with some storage
capacity serving users using WiFi-like links. We simulate
the system with realistic user request pattern and average
delays for downloading are obtained to evaluate the placement
algorithm.
We assume a circular cell with no inter-cell interference
from other cells. The cell has a radius of 400m and users
are randomly and independently distributed in the cell with
uniform probability distribution. The assumed cell radius is
typical in an urban macro cell [14]. The pathloss function (in
dB) is taken to be:


 38 + 20 ∗ log10 (d(u, v)) , d(u, v) < 40 
38 + 20 ∗ log10 (40) + . . .
P L(d(u, v)) =


35 ∗ log10 (d(u, v)/40) , d(u, v) > 40
(7)
where d(u, v) denotes the distance, in meters, between the
2
transmitter (at u) and the receiver (at v) where u, v ∈ R . Let
g(u, v) be the received SNR and G0 be the average transmit
power. Since we don’t consider any inter-cell interference, for
realistic rates we fix G0 such that received SNR at the cell
edge is equal to 0 dB (usually typical SINR at cell edge is
−1dB to −4 with frequency reuse 1 [2]).
We assume that the wireless channel is frequency selective
and make a standard block-fading approximation of the smallscale Rayleigh fading, such that coherence time is Nt × S
OFDM symbols) and coherence bandwidth is Nf sub-carriers.

where Hk,0 (t, f ) ∼ CN (0, 1) is the Rayleigh fading coeffiT
T
cient on slot (t, f ), and x0 (t, f ) ∈ C , yk (t, f ) ∈ C and
T
zk (t, f ) ∈ C denote the transmit, received and noise vectors,
with zk (t, f ) ∼ CN (0, I), independent across time-frequency.
The achievable rate of user k on slot (t, f ) is given by

Rk (t, f ) = log2 1 + g(uk , 0)|Hk,0 (t, f )|2 .
(9)
B. Scheduling Policy used
A UT is said to be “idle” if it has no active download and
”active” otherwise. Active UTs cannot place more than one
request at a time. If they do, all the previous requests are
dropped.
We assume Proportional Fairness Scheduling (PFS), currently used in Ev-Do and HSDPA high-data rate downlink
schemes in 3G [15] with the TDMA constraint. In our system,
PFS policy is applied to active users only. Let Kon (t) denote
active users at time t. When a user becomes idle, it is
eliminated from the scheduling policy. For each resource slot
(t, f ), choose the an active user k(t, f ) subject to the TDMA
constraint, that maximizes
Kon (t)

X
k=1

Qk (t)

F
X

Rk (t, f ),

(10)

f =1

where {Qk (t)} are the scheduling weights obtained dynamically by an update scheme based on virtual queues to optimize
the PFS utility function. Rk (t, f ) is defined in (8). The reader
is referred to [16] [17] for more details. The only difference
from an infinite backlogged scenario is that the max-weight
scheduling is done only for active users.
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C. Trace based User Requests
We target a scenario where the BS is overloaded with
YouTube (short videos) like video requests and consider the
average download delay as the metric of interest. We use
the YouTube request trace data from a study conducted on
the University of Massachusetts’ Amherst campus in 2008
[5] [6]. The study records YouTube requests arising from the
wired campus network for several days. We expect wireless
video requests to have a different behavior but consider this a
reasonable first step in simulating our architecture. We fix all
requests to be of size 30 MB and a few minutes (≈ 3 min)
playback time. We expect that our conclusions will also hold
(in a scaled form) for larger file sizes, playback times and data
rates.
All traces used in simulations contain unique users (based
on unique IP addresses from trace data). For every user, a
time series involving the exact time of request (in seconds)
is created and the corresponding video file number (can be
distinguished from the trace data) is created. The user requests
are simulated exactly as per these traces. We use the trace data
[19] for the day 02/19/08. We choose the busiest four hours of
the day, which accounts for 848 unique users and about 4600
requests, and form trace1. We derive another trace (named
trace2) by superposing the two busiest four hours and creating
a merged trace containing 1719 (user lists from each four
hour period are added up) users and about 9600 requests. We
assume we know a priori the popularity distribution (number
of views vs rank of videos in terms of views) from the data
of the entire day. This is used for assigning popularity to the
files requested. See Sec II for a discussion of this assumption.
The scheduling and request handling take place as per the
system specifications in the previous subsections. We compare
the performance of three systems.
1) Baseline system- Only the BS serves the users.
2) Popular Helper system- Helpers and the BS serve the
users. Helpers store beforehand the most popular files
allowed by their storage capacity.
3) Coded Helper system - Helpers are allocated files according to the optimization problem in (4).
The helpers are placed uniformly in a square grid spanning
the cellular region. We assume a simple model for the helperuser communication. Every helper has a range of 100m. This
means that the transmission rate decreases from 30 Mbps at
10m to 3 Mbps at 100m. Although simplified, the model can
be justified by facts about the latest WiFi standard. The rate
decay follows the curve for the case of 2x2 MIMO and 20
MHz bandwidth in Fig 5.9 of [18] but scaled down by a factor
of 4 accounting for protocol overhead and the fact that this
rate is guaranteed irrespective of other users who may request
from the same helper concurrently. For trace1, we also reduce
the rate of the BS by a factor of two due to protocol (pilot and
signaling) overhead. For trace2 the BS is heavily overloaded
and the Baseline system was only providing sufficient quality
of service to very few users. For this reason we double the
bandwidth of the BS for trace2 to test if helper benefits would
remain substantial.

When a user requests a video file, it is recovered from
nearby helpers as much as possible. The rest of the file is
obtained from the BS. The user reciprocal average rate for the
coded algorithm, i.e., ωk ’s in (4) are the time average download delay for user k for undropped requests obtained from
the simulation done on the Baseline assuming an analytical
request model for user requests. In this model, the wait time
between two requests is a random variable with a geometric
distribution with parameter p. The expected wait time is 1/p.
p can be chosen such that expected wait times are about 4 − 7
minutes considering video playback to be 3 min.
To compare the baseline and the helper systems, for every
user, we define the Quality of Service (QOS) as the average
download delay. A user is satisfied when his/her average
download delay is below a given QOS (in seconds) threshold.
In all simulations, M represents the number of 30 MB files
that a helper can cache. In all plots, storage capacity in GB
is mentioned and M can be inferred from it. QOS is chosen
to be 200 seconds to measure satisfied users. Such a QOS is
reasonable for a playback time of 3 minutes for the videos.
The number of helpers is 32 in all figures.
In all simulations, Baseline, Popular Helper and Coded
Helper systems are compared. Some common conclusions
are that the Coded Helper system is strictly better than the
Popular Helper System which is better than the Baseline and
increasing the storage capacity of helpers increases the number
of satisfied users. Now we analyze the results in detail.
Figures 2 and 3 show the number of satisfied users versus
the storage capacity of helpers. Figure 2 uses trace1 while
figure 3 uses trace2. The number of satisfied users (in figure
2) increases more than 600−700% in both helper systems. We
can see even more improvement in trace2 when the number
of requests is twice the number of requests in trace1. This
indicates the significant advantages of helpers in case of a
large number of video requests.
Figures 4 and 5 show the percentage of successful requests
versus the storage capacity of each helper for trace1 and
trace2. It can be seen that even for large storage capacity the
percentage of successful requests does not reach 100%. The
reason is that, in our trace data, most users become active for
a short time and within that short time they request several
video files consecutively. They frequently request another file
before the previous one is downloaded completely. We count
all incomplete downloads as dropped requests and many of
them are due to such rapid request changes. However, as can be
seen from the plots, helpers substantially reduce the percentage
of dropped requests.
IV. S UMMARY AND C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we introduced a new method for increasing
the throughput of wireless video delivery networks. The key
idea is the use of a distributed cache, i.e., helper stations that
store the most popular video files, and transmit them, upon
request, via short-range wireless links to the user terminals.
The caches are low-cost because storage capacity has become
exceptionally cheap (according to recent prices, two terabytes
cost approximately 100 dollars), while the loading of the files
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Fig. 3. The number of satisfied users versus the storage capacity of each
helper for trace2, number of helpers=32, QOS=200 seconds.
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Fig. 4. The parentage of successful requests versus the storage capacity of
each helper for trace1, number of helpers=32, QOS=200 seconds.
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to the caches can occur through a low-rate (and thus cheap and
robust) backhaul links at low demand times. By encoding the
files with codes that allow distributed storage, robustness and
efficient storage is enhanced. We then formulated and solved
the problem of how files should be encoded and assigned to
which helpers. Our experimental evaluation uses a realistic
LTE-based cellular simulator and a real trace of YouTube
requests and demonstrates performance improvements on the
order of 600 − 700% more users at reasonable QoS levels.
Our conclusion is that a wireless distributed helper system
is a promising way of alleviating the bottlenecks in wireless
video delivery.
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